O.S.P. Announces Student Pilgrimage To Rome This Year

A student pilgrimage to the Holy Year in Rome has been announced by the National Federation of Catholic College Students. To take place during July and August, the pilgrimage has been termed "the greatest concrete expression of faith and the most magnificent of all American Catholic pilgrimages." An estimated 2,000 students from both secular and semiurgical universities will journey to Rome for the Holy Year celebrations to take place from August 27 to the 30th. On those four days, students from every part of the world will meet together in the Holy City.

The pilgrimage has been arranged with the cooperation of the International Catholic Travel Committee and will afford the American students the most inexpensive European tour being offered this year. Prices range from $411 to $491 and are all inclusive. Five different tours are being offered to the colleges.

They are Tour A—$491 visiting Paris, Lourdes, Nice, Florence, Assisi and Rome; Tour B—$461 visiting Paris, Brussels, Turin, Courmayeur (Italian Alps), Assisi and Rome; Tour C—$492 visiting Paris, Turin, Brussels, Amsterdam for the five day period. The pilgrimage will afford the American students the most inexpensive European tour being offered this year. Prices range from $411 to $491 and are all inclusive. Five different tours are being offered to the colleges.

The Rev. William R. Clark, O.P., is shown as he spoke on Marriage to the Seventy Couples who Attended Last Sunday's Family Hour in the Auditorium of Albertus Magnus Hall.

N.F.C.C.S. Announces Contest for Poetry

An unexpectedly large number, billing well over two hundred persons, crowded the Valley Country Club on Wednesday evening, March 22, and at the request of the National Federation of Catholic College Students who invited the N.F.C.C.S. contest, the event was held at the college. In the contest, the winning entry was "The Maternal Body of Christ," by Fr. James L. Lamb, O.P., who along with Fr. Clark and John James Sullivan, O.P., conducted the event.

The team was selected by the American Catholic literary field will serve as judges: Mr. Frank O'Malley. Mr. John Julian Ryan and Mr. John Julian Ryan. The National Council of Catholic Students sponsored the contest, and the winning entry was announced on March 23 in the Commission Newsletter.

Rules

There is to be no smoking in the auditorium during the lunch period.

The auditorium is not to be used as a study hall but only for those who are eating their lunch.

STUDENT CONGRESS

Sitting One Out

Club Members and Their Guests Pictured at the Kent County Club Annual Dinner were left to right: (seated) George E. Ferrar, Jr., '50; Miss Cecile Garvey; Miss Jacquelin Bulger and Robert A. Flynn, '50. Standing (l. to r.) are: Ordan, '50; Miss Claudette Rous, Miss Dolores Leger and Robert E. Maynard, '50.

Family Hour

Seventy Couples Renew Vows At 3rd Family Hour

Seventy couples, the largest group ever to attend the Family Hour, which was sponsored by the National Federation of Catholic College Students, gathered at Albertus Magnus Hall, to hear the Rev. William R. Clark, O.P., the moderator, deliver his discourse. The devotion, which was entitled "Marriage," was divided into three sessions. In the first two sessions, Father Clark presented the Catholic principles as a positive means to communal bliss. He stressed the necessity of a fusion of the spiritual, emotional, and physical elements which enter into marriage and pointed out that a failure to be satisfied, a lack of correspondence and complementarity of nature of these elements would lead to a failure in the institution of marriage.

At 6:30 the gathering moved to the Student Congress room for the final session, the presentation of six selections by a double quartet of the PC. Glee Club, under the direction of Fr. Leo S. Callin, '48. Solos were rendered by tenor Everett Morrison, '50, and baritone Lucien Olivier, '51. In the free discussion which followed, the group was held by the director of the glee club, Mr. Ryan, who pointed out the traditions established by the food distribution.

A program of entertainment commencing at 8:00 concluded the day's activities. The entertainment was divided into six selections by a double quartet of the PC. Glee Club, under the direction of Fr. Leo S. Callin, '48. The program of entertainment was presented by the American Catholic literary field will serve as judges: Mr. Frank O'Malley. Mr. John Julian Ryan and Mr. John Julian Ryan. The National Council of Catholic Students sponsored the contest, and the winning entry was announced on March 23 in the Commission Newsletter.
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Cowl Reporter Investigates Job Opportunities For Seniors

Gerald G. Gregory, '51

With graduation only a month away, many college seniors are wondering as to what their chances of employment will be once they enter the business world. Your reporter has investigated the subject, and here are the figures according to the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics.

In combination with the Veteran's Administration, the Bureau has issued the most comprehensive guide ever put together telling what is ahead in jobs for college students. It is called the Occupational Outlook Handbook. It contains five hundred pages covering 200 occupations, and it can be purchased for $1.50 from the Superintendant of Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. The facts and predictions look good, but do not forget all those jobs that are still open.

Engineers can expect tough competition for a while when the new crop is in the labor market. However, the long pull is good.

Those who major in chemistry can expect tough competition, but not the possibility of too many jobs. The shortage of chemists in this country is acute. A chemist can expect a good future, provided he graduates within seven years of research. They provide the basis for many of the most important products of modern industry.

Social workers who will find a job easiest to get and hold and who will

(Continued on Page 6)
PERILS OF A PROFESSOR
A professor sometimes blows this top. If it has happened to you, you have opened a thousand times in the long and distinguished history of the teaching profession. But what is amazing is that it doesn’t happen several times a day or week. The patience of a professor is sometimes a marvel to behold.

Turn yourself about. Picture yourself in the professor’s chair rather than in a chair six inches behind him. You are facing a class of fifty or sixty young men who are exposed to your lecture on History or English or Algebra.

Before you, sit fifty or sixty varied, individual expressions, attitudes and mental developments. Can you really see yourself in the front of the room before your class? Here is what you see as you lecture:

One of your students is sound asleep, another fights to stay awake. One is scratching his ear, while another is fingering the back of his head. One is taking notes, another is intently doodling. One is looking out the window, another is talking to a neighbor behind his head. One is coughing loudly, while another is shifting his chair not very discreetly. Some of your students are obviously absorbing knowledge while others are just as obviously not attuned to your lecture.

There you have the picture as you face the theoretical class. How does the job look to you?

Turn about again. When you sit before your true-to-life professor, you may better realize his position.

Sometimes, for him, the hour between bells seems short, sometimes long. Often his students are from other classes, often they are not. Sometimes his class is a medley of distractions, the tension mounts. When this happens, sometimes he can’t help himself, he just blows his top.

TIME IS SHORT
Time is running out. Very shortly the Chaplain will announce that all returns must be made on the tickets being sold for the Penny Sale next month.

Many have been sold. Many, many more need yet to be disposed of in this specific case, rules have been laid down by the Providence College Faculty. Instead of looking far and wide for elbow room with the risk of emptying a tray on another’s new suit, instead of accidently biting into a neighbor’s sandwich when a microscopic space is found, instead of sipping from a fellow-classmate’s bottle of milk by mistake, there is now to be had a solution to the dilemma. The choice is two fold: either stay in the cafeteria or flee to the auditorium. The privilege of eating lunch in the auditorium is a most welcome one. And yet with every right there is an equal obligation.

In this specific case, rules have been laid down by the Student Congress in the interests of orderliness and sanitation.

The rules are: 1. That the auditorium be kept as tidy as possible. Rather than litter the tables with refuse, some care should be taken by each individual to remove the bottles or papers which he has used; 2. That there be no smoking in the auditorium during the lunch period. The floor of the auditorium should not be marred by an accumulation of cigarette butts; 3. That the auditorium during the lunch period should not be regarded as an155

CAFETERIA ANNEX
Through Student Congress action, the congestion in the cafeteria has been relieved. On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the auditorium will be open from 11:12 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. for those who want to eat their lunches away from the crowded atmosphere of the crowded cafeteria.

Martin Haggipan, ’50
The fighting on the Chinese mainland is virtually at an end. The huge island of Formosa is the last stronghold of the Nationalist regime. England has ratified her war treaty with China and Britain, India, Norway, and Yugoslavia have recognized the new Chinese government. The strain between this new Nationalist regime and the United Nations Security Council has now been smoothed out. The former Nationalist regime was recognized by the United Nations. This is a mere matter of time.

The British are once again left standing in the dust with their hands full. Britain has borne the burden of the national socialist movement for a long while. The new Nationalist government is only the baby of the old British Empire. It is my belief that the new Nationalist government is a mere matter of time. More Chinese have accepted the new Nationalist government than have ever before.

Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, in her farewell address, declared that it is much easier to administer a nation than to run a colony. Britain has borne the burden of the national socialist movement for a long while. The new Nationalist government is only the baby of the old British Empire.

Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, in her farewell address, declared that it is much easier to administer a nation than to run a colony. Britain has borne the burden of the national socialist movement for a long while. The new Nationalist government is only the baby of the old British Empire.
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Flying Friars Club Prospers After Hurdling Obstacles

By Tom Coleman

The word "growth" seems to typify life at Providence College. In the few years after the war, the Grouts has been built, the new Science Building constructed, and now plans are being drawn up for the new gymnasium.

Almost daily, new clubs and organizations have sprung up, brought about by the hustle and determination of men who feel that the college would benefit by their activity. A club such as the Flying Friars serves as a good example of the spirit and cooperation that go to make up these organizations. The Flying Club is about two years old now, but its start was a hard one and the going pretty rough until once it did get started.

Unlike some clubs whose membership does gain sufficient financial support, the Friars had to continually pull money out of the hat. They had to contend with such things as the buying of the plane, the building of hangar space, and the paying for gas and oil when the plane was in use. These things were taken in stride by the members. Most of them probably realized also, that they would be out of school before anything of the sort would be completed.

Nevertheless, they bought a plane, a new Cessna, and had it in the air only a short time when it was wrecked in a storm.

This was a type of blow that would make almost anyone throw in the towel; but the boys not only refused, but instead bought a replace almost anyone throw in the towel. Their money al Work, a story of how banks service flu into the operation of business. The Third Order actually is a con- densation of the basic rules of the Third Order. It is somewhat rigid and constricting perhaps felt by students that the Rule of the Third Order wish to take this opportunity to explain to potential students our mission and philosophy. The Friars, in organization and school spirit, serve to reflect the rest of the clubs and organizations in the school, who in turn offer ready proof to those who decry the lack of school spirit. Spirit indeed is hard and fast here at P.C. All it takes is little looking, for it's there.

Movies on Business To Be Showed Today

Movies will be shown today and again next Wednesday at 1:00 in room five of Antonius Hall to all who are interested. The movies dealing with various aspects of business are primarily intended for the business students in a sort of manner that implies, that students majoring in business are under the sponsorship of the Business Department.

Up next: One Man Legion, a story dealing with the building of a prosperous hardware business and selling America, a story of salesmen, will be shown. Next Wednesday, What's An Office Answer? a discussion of office management and personnel relations, and Amos 'n Andy, a sort of a story of how book service fits into the operation of business, will be shown.

J. Paul Sheedy * Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil; Because He Flanked The Finger Nail Test

IF YOUR friends have been slipping you bottles of cheese, maybe your hair looks money. So better take the bait, brother eat, and worry not for Wildroot Cream-Oil. It's the popular non-alcoholic hair tonic containing soothing Linseed. Wildroot Cream-Oil gives your hair naturally and naturally without that plastered-down look. Relieves annoying dryness and removes louse, ugly dandruff. Help you get the Finger Nail Test! Get a tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil today at any drug or toilet goods counter. And always use your barber for a professional application.

WALDORF CLOTHING CO.
212 UNION STREET
CORNER WEYBOSSET
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All candidates for freshman baseball, basketball and track will be on hand to report to the Athletic Office and fill out program cards.

A limited number of tickets for the Providence College basketball game will go on sale in the Athletic Office Wednesday morning. They are $2.00 apiece.

### Action at Manchester

By Jack Shear

The freshman basketball team broke even in a pre-high two-game series losing to the Rhode Island State freshman 81-71 at 7:15 p.m. Saturday at the R. I. Auditorium and defeating the Rhode Island College of Education, 85-81, at the present Friess gym the following night.

In the State game, it just wasn't a good day for the Pawtucket. When they raced into a 13-3 lead at the 3-minute mark, prevented State from making a bid. In their last six minutes, and led at the buzzer, they couldn't pull out a victory. From the 11-11 tie on, it was all State's game. P.C. did come up with the top four individual stars for P. C. as they romped to record breaking victories in the mile and 440 yard run, respectively. Also placing for P. C. were Bill Kerrans and John McManus who gained 3rd in the mile and 440 yard run, respectively. Jerry Lembo, the top miler, was expected to rely on the same starting lineup

In their Saturday night victory the Friess did not do so well as they did in the mile and the first half, it was thought that the game would be a repetition of the Wednesday night’s defeat. But the Powers, Pondergritt, and Quinn Club have learned the play and put up a good fight. From the 11-11 tie on, it was all State’s game. P.C. did come up with the top four individual stars for P. C. as they romped to record breaking victories in the mile and 440 yard run. Powers and McManus ran some distance, but the powers could not pull out a victory. From the 11-11 tie on, it was all State’s game. P.C. did come up with the top four individual stars for P. C. as they romped to record breaking victories in the mile and 440 yard run, respectively. Also placing for P. C. were Bill Kerrans and John McManus who gained 3rd in the mile and 440 yard run, respectively. Roy Light in the mile and 440 yard run. Powers and McManus ran some distance, but the Powers could not pull out a victory. From the 11-11 tie on, it was all State’s game. P.C. did come up with the top four individual stars for P. C. as they romped to record breaking victories in the mile and 440 yard run, respectively.
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I "As We See It"  

Dear Editor:  

We have read with interest the article entitled "As We See It" by Martin Hagopian in our Jan. 4 issue. We agree with the conclusion reached by the author of the article. We feel, however, that his arguments are superficial and do not reflect either a legal or moral justification of the opinions expressed therein.  

Mr. Hagopian says that the Bill before Congress to outlaw the Communist Party is bad because it would drive the Communist Party underground. That the bill is wrong we cannot gainsay. Nor is it wrong in itself, because it violates fundamental right of citizens of this country. It possibly singles out a particular group of individuals and makes membership in a particular political party or the holding of a certain political philosophy illegal. We can withdraw recognition of the Communist Party, or a part of it, in our foreign relations. We can as well withdraw the Republican Party or the Roman Catholic Church. We know that the Roman Catholic Church is hidden by those amendments to the Constitution by which we underline the basic rights of citizens of this country, freedom of conscience, of speech, and of religion.  

That Communist underground drive will be driven underground in itself neither under the Bill, nor under any other arguments. That is what we have and we have experienced no major difficulty in controlling them. We do not agree with Mr. Hagopian in his belief that the effect of the Bill will be a group of underworld elements, which is a crime to hold such a political philosophy, we have fallen into the path leading to the loss of freedom of thought and expression. We agree with Mr. Hagopian that we are as well as withdraw the Republican Party or the Roman Catholic Church. We know that the Roman Catholic Church is hidden by those amendments to the Constitution by which we underline the basic rights of citizens of this country, freedom of conscience, of speech, and of religion.  

Mr. Hagopian and Mr. Donald A. Sibert, Lieutenant, Infantry, Vermont, say can never fully repay God for his infinite goodness. How can anyone do we render to God little in the few prayers that we say? Do we give all that we have to God?  

Tertiary Meeting  

(Continued from Page 3) 

some may think and we hope that students will investigate and perhaps discover the joy and satisfaction that is possible to obtain from the recitation of the rosary. This is a fair. It is well to note that this mode of prayer is basically no different from the prayers that order and children say every day. The distinction is that members of the Third Order say prayers in union with the many members of St. Bernardus and thus acquire that driving force necessary for the release of anxiety and for spiritual nourishment from the brink of catastrophe. 

In answer to the charge that members of the Third Order are queer there follows the rosary. It is to note that one must have first joined the Student, Third Order at St. Bernardus in the same list because they are much in nowadays saying prayers. Members of the Third Order do not pretend to be saints but they realize that man must make some conscious effort and above the minimum in order to retain hope to share televised with those that have gone before him. People who pay for the rosary and also receive what he put into a rosary. All offered to God little enough in the few prayers that we recite once a week. Where then do man derive the right to be holy only from God's goodness and from His grace in such a matter? Many Catholics pray little and expect much but they must realize there is no proportion in such a matter.  

"Why Skit?" Contest Open to Collegians  

Montpelier, Vermont, January 9—202 students of eastern colleges have been invited by the Vermont Development Commission to compete for ten expense-free, week-long tours as guests of the famous winter lodges and ski areas of the Green Mountain State. The awards will go to the ten students, five men and five women, submitting the best scripts of 200 words or less on "Why Ski?" Judges will include three top travel writers, a known teacher and skimmer of Stowe and Mt. Mansfield, A. C. Howl; Vermont's world famous Olympic star; and Dr. A. John Holden, Jr., Vermont Ski Development Commission.  

The contest is open to college students in both New England states, and New York. The only necessary expense to the winners will be transportation to and from Montpelier. 

Further information may be obtained from the Vermont Development Commission, Post Office, Montpelier, Vermont.  

Press the Stoppers!  

I run up the door, 
I shut the stairs, 
I took my prayers, 
I turned out the bed, 
I jumped into the light— 
All because she kissed me goodnight.

NEW CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU IN THE U. S. AIR FORCE AS AN OFFICER AND NAVIGATOR  

In this era of long range flights, the role of the navigator has become increasingly important. The U. S. Air Force now offers open opportunities to young men between the ages of 20 and 25½ who are single and qualify for such training. If you can meet the high physical and educational standards (at least two years of college), and are selected, you can be among the first to attend the one-year navigator training course at Ellington Air Force Base near Houston, Texas. A new class begins each month!  

You will be an Aviation Cadet! And, you will receive the best training in the world—training 184 hours in the new T-29 Stargate classroom. Then, graduation! You will win your wings as a navigator...and commission as a Second Lieutenant in the Air Force. After a 10-day leave with pay, you'll be ready for challenging assignments as a navigator with one of the famous commands in the U. S. Air Force. Your office will be the "front office" of mighty bombers or long-range transports! 

Be among the first to win your wings as an U. S. Air Force navigator under the new navigator training program—be a key man on the Air Force team!
**Phi-Chi**  
(Continued from Page 3)  

Philo Alphonse Clark Jr., President of the Phi Chi chapter at Holy Cross, has been selected to study scientific techniques employed in industry.

**Press Association Holds First Meeting**

Providence College was host to the Rhode Island Intermontage Press Association on Saturday afternoon, Jan. 7, when the first meeting of the year 1949-50 was held in the common room of Aquinas Hall. Bryant College, Edgewood Junior College, Rine, Salve Regina and Providence College were represented at this meeting.

A committee was appointed to make arrangements for a banquet to be held Jan. 28 at the Driftwood Inn in Pawtucket. The next regular meeting will be at Bryant College, Feb. 23.

**O. S. P. Announces**

(Continued from Page 1)  

A week course in the Fribourg University summer school, Florence and Rome. All tours except E leave New York by boat August 3 and return to New York by boat September 8. Debarcation and embarkation in Europe is through the French port of Le Havre. Tour E leaves New York by air July 31 and returns by air August 31. The Tour # price does not include the cost of tuition, board and room while attending summer school; it is estimated that these will add another $180 to the price ($300 tuition and fees, $350 room and board). Optional air transportation is available to all at an additional $50 round trip or $85 one way.

The newly refurbished S. S. Roma has been chartered by the I C T C for the trip. For all phases of the tour, chaperons will be provided as well as chaplains to conduct religious services on the ship and in Europe. The tours are open to all students as well as faculty and friends and high school graduates of the class of 1950. All requests for information concerning the tours should be addressed to the International Catholic Travel Agency, 39 West 55 St., New York, New York.

**Kent County...**

(Continued from Page 1)  

A. Flynn, ’50, and Raymond Levenson, ’50, dance co-chairmen. Their first concern, the reserving the depot for the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company.

**New Shelves Add Beauty To Drab Book Store Walls**

In line with Fr. Slavin’s policy of beautifying the grounds and buildings around the campus, the “new look” has come to the bookstore. It consists of two plate glass windows with glass shelves for display purposesinserted into the walls.

The purpose of the windows is to display better the wares of the college bookstore. It is also thought that the bookshelves will now be more accessible to the student body.

An observer, seeing the new window commented: “They make the bookstore look as neat and orderly as a Dutch kitchen.”

**Cowl Reporter...**

(Continued from Page 1)  

make the most money will be men rather than women, especially those with graduate degrees and administrative ability.

The field for lawyers is crowded now and in the future, and the trend is up; many small town lawyers require an additional source of income.

The insurance business has many openings; there will be an upward trend in the long run.

The prospects for accountants are good now but getting tougher; in the long run the trend is up. There are good prospects for those with exceptional ability or experience.

---

**At NORTHWESTERN and Colleges and Universities throughout the country CHESTERFIELD is the largest-selling cigarette.**

**PATRICIA NEAL**

Lovely Northwestern Alumna, says:  
“I’ve always preferred Chesterfield and I’m sure I always shall. They’re much Milder.”

**Poetry Contest...**

(Continued from Page 1)  

The entries must be on a separate paper.

5. All entries are to be addressed to the Pro-Arte Club, College of Our Lady of the Elms, Chicopee, Mass.

6. Entries will be judged on originality, style, and technique of treatment.

Further information on the contest may be obtained from Harold E. Yates, ’51, who is Literary Chairman for NFCCS on campus.

---

**ELMHURST BARBER SHOP**

673 Smith Street
Providence, R. I.

---

**PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK**

When planning a visit or a work-out in New York, don’t worry about the management of your photos. Get your reservation through Photographic Headquarters in New York.

**ALAN H. SPROUL**
Unison 1-1350—Room 208

---

**SINGLE with BATH from $2**
**DOUBLE with BATH from $3**

**Attractive Restaurant**

On the 7th Floor

**HOTEL SHERATON—NEW YORK**

32 Avenue of the Americas
New York 13, N. Y.